Chromatin models. The ionic strength dependence of model histone-DNA interactions: circular dichroism studies of lysine-leucine polypeptide-DNA complexes.
The ionic strength dependence of the complexes between DNA and both random, (Lysx, Leuy)n, and block copolymers, (Lysx)n(Leuy)m, of lysine and leucine, with different amino acid compositions, was studied using circular dichroism (CD) as the probe to detect conformational differences in these complexes relative to native DNA. It was found that the CD spectra of complexes of both the random (Lys84, Leu16)n and block (Lys85)n(Leu15)m copolymers with DNA show a very sharp ionic strength dependence. The maximum altered CD spectrum for the complexes with the block copolymer was found to occur at the same ionic strength as that for poly(L-lysine)-DNA complexes, while the maximum CD change for the random copolymer complex occurred at a slightly lower ionic strength. This sharp dependence of the CD change on the ionic strength was found to be independent of the polymer/DNA ratio, r, for each individual copolymer. The CD spectra for these complexes at optimum NaCl concentration resemble those of the psi spectra of DNA [Jordan, C. F., Lerman, L.S., and Venable, J.H. (1972), Nature (London), New Biol. 236, 67]. The complexes of the random copolymer, (Lys68, Leu32)n, with DNA (r=0.25) at 0.15 M NaCl and below have CD spectra that resemble the A-form DNA spectra. The ionic strength dependence of the CD spectra of this complex is not as sharp as observed with the above polymers and has a broad positive plateau. It is suggested that both the CD spectra of these complexes reflect the phenomena of DNA condensation into a higher order asymmetric structure (folded and compact). The block copolymer, (Lys77)n(Leu23)m, complexes with DNA show very slight alterations in the CD spectra, with respect to native DNA. It appears that the long Leu sequence at one end of such copolymers may be unpropitious for causing the polypeptide-DNA complex to condense into a higher order asymmetric structure. Thus the importance of the distribution of hydrophobic residues, in the copolypeptides of Lys, is shown for causing condensation of complexes with DNA. The relevance of these findings to histone-DNA complexes in chromatin is discussed.